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Reconsidering “GIGA school (Global and 
Innovation Gateway for All)” initiative

• 2020-2023 “Giga school” initiative: One-to-one tablet/PC on 
broadband infrastructure for all students from G1 to G9 (230 billion$)

• Government & BOE wants to implement!
• Some teachers worry, “How can/should we use them?”
… Most of us overlook “learning” and “quality education.”

• Main theme: How can we change our question into
“How do students learn? How can we support them? If we 
try to achieve this new quality education, we need these 
technologies. Why don’t we have them right now?”
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A disciplinary that reconsiders “How people learn” from 
the learner-centered perspective (+4396�0<�
"+�%-:�) in order to answer questions like
�What kind of competencies do we have by nature?
�*��7�$1�2"+�@��&� ���
�How can we change our rules of thumb into scientific 
concepts (conceptual change)?��	!��,.8
%)+;�/
-���-�=
"$��
�From what learning experiences can we change 
concepts as well as nurture competencies?��&�
,.�"�/
���@��?>%'5�(��
�������#����

The Learning Sciences
�	��	��
��	���
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(1) Foundations (����
��������� )
(2) Applications (���������)
(3) Improvement (�����	����)

Jeremy opens the discussion, Hajime proposes an alternative 
(or sometimes challenges), and Moegi consolidates.

Today’s Structure
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Improving learning with 
technology: A learning 
sciences perspective 

Jeremy Roschelle
Executive Director, Learning Science 

Research, Digital Promise
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About me
• 30 years of research on learning math and 

science with technology
• About 18,000 citations (��) to my research
• Fellow of the International Society of the 

Learning Sciences
• Associate Editor, Journal of the Learning 

Sciences

Speaking to 
national policy
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Three stops on my journey

Foundations: How do 
students learn collaboratively 
with technology?
������$��
(.��� ,-�
�����

Applications: How can 
learning with technology 
be effective at scale?
��	��!&���
����$�����
"��%���

Improvement: How can schools 
implement and improve this?
�#���'*
��)
+�
�����

1990 2000 2010 2020
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(1) Foundations:
Convergent conceptual change (Roschelle, 
1992)

• Collaboration: Carol and Dana
• Technology: “Envisioning Machine” 

(For physics understanding of 
velocity and acceleration) 
• Task: Adjust vectors (����) in the 

Newtonian World (�����
	) to 
match motion in the Observable 
World (��
	)

• Analysis: Collaborative Learning and 
Conceptual Change
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Convergent conceptual change

Convergent conceptual change is achieved by
• Noticing phenomena in the display
• Using metaphors to make sense of it
• Sharing explanations in conversation
• Applying high standards over time

� 	������������)��
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Carol and Dana at Episode 1
1. D: But what I don’t understand is how the 

lengthening, the positioning of the arrow…
2. C: Ooh, you know what I think it is?  …Fat arrow 

(acceleration) is the line of where it pulls that (tip 
of the initial velocity line) down… It 
(acceleration) pulls it (velocity)

1. D: &	��������,�	�.!� 
*	����������

2. C:����������)�.!�$(-�
	���'%(-��"+�#
��…�
�����$(-�����	���(-���
���"+����
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Carol and Dana at Episode 4
36. D: No ‘cause that wouldn’t make this (velocity) 

tip swing around to that (acceleration) tip and 
make that angle?

37-39. C: What angle? [Aborts setting 
acceleration]…I bet if I leave it (acceleration) like 
that [releases acceleration] it’s going to make 
this [resultant] angle

40. D: Right that’s what I’m saying.
36. D: ����������&(��'���

���!����� &(��'����
$����"(����������

37-39. C: "(��� 	������)�
����"(�����

40. D: ������%���#�����
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Interpretation

• They advanced from less scientific and 
mutual understandings towards normative 
and convergent understandings.

“…… Carol demonstrated her way of scientifically 
correct understanding following Dana, who 
immediately identified Carol’s demonstration of 
what she was trying to say……” 

�����������������
����������
��	����
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Impact of his research

•Proposing a mechanism of collaborative 
learning��!��
��$���
• Interactions between not only humans but 

also humans and technology (�������
��������)
• Full analyses of dialogue ( &��%	�"#�)
⇒Permits an alternative analysis (�#����)
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Roschelle’s theory:���

• Unit of Analysis: Pair

• The convergent pattern of 
conceptual change emerged

�%!���"����

���� �������$�&�
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Carol and Dana at Episode 1
1. D: But what I don’t understand is how the 

lengthening, the positioning of the arrow…
2. C: Ooh, you know what I think it is?  …Fat arrow 

(acceleration) is the line of where it pulls that (tip 
of the initial velocity line) down… It 
(acceleration) pulls it (velocity)

���
��������
��	��
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Carol Dana

Episode 1 pull 3times
pull just one time
lengthen 1

Episode 2 pull 1

Episode 3 pull 2
add 1
lengthen 3

Episode 4

Episode 5 travel 2

Usage of particular words���
	�����
(Shirouzu & Miyake, 2002; Miyake, 2008)
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Carol’s model (�����	����)

��������	��(Subject) 
��������������	��(Object)

Dynamic, but unstable
	���
�������

�����
���������
��	���
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Dana’s model (��������)

�	������(Subject) ��� �����������(Object),
���	
�������(Subject) ����������	�����

Static, mathematically
controllable
���	����
����
���

�������������������	
����������
�
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Shirouzu & Miyake’s claim: Theory of Constructive 
Interaction (Divergence theory)�������
�

• Unit of Analysis: Individual

• Each model belongs to each individual to 
the end of collaboration
• Thus, they are motivated to interact with 

each other and learn from interaction.

�!(�����*��%��

&+����������
��	���
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Are the two views are mutually exclusive?
�������	����
���
From Roschelle’s view: Dana and Carol collaboratively learned 
towards scientific and convergent understandings. �&+��
From Shirouzu & Miyake’s View: Dana and Carol individually 
sophisticated their original models.�.%����)0���

“Individual learning is virtually always mediated by the collective 
approach towards convergence.”�Hatano, 1994��(���� 
��&+�$����
�',��������	�"���

→The results proposed by two views may show complementary
aspects of “collaborative conceptual change” which induced by 
intentional educational for conceptual change.�*/-!#�
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Awareness of 
difference in 
the next level

Collaborative
conceptual 

change

Awareness 
of difference

Output⇔Input

Collaborative conceptual change
in designed environment
���
�	��������������

Pair or
Group level

'.�!��

As each understanding being 
shared, similarities become 
clearer enough for a new issue

6�� 5	������0
�
4-��$�������

Feeling gap between old 
“understanding” and new 
“non-understanding”
�%������6��1(2�
����%2���%�


Individual 
level

"*�!��

As individual understanding 
deepens, differences  
become clearer
�%�6��)��������
�+3�������

Seeking convergence 
among different 
“understandings”

#��6�����&,
���/�
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Hypothesis-Experiment-Instruction
(������: Itakura, 1964)

1. Choose one
alternative. (their 
responses are 
tabulated).

2. Explain and 
discuss their choices. 

3. Choose again. 

4. Test their predictions 
by observing an 
experiment.
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Zoom in individual 
cognition by using “CI” 

scope
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• Each student has own model.
• They realized the difference in their 

models.
• Their models gradually evolved 

through interaction.

Differences are resource 
for learning (Saito, 2014, 2016)
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(2) Application:
Theory to practice in the lots of classrooms

GroupScribbles
• General purpose collaborative 

learning interface for TabletPC (�

���������$"�)

• Students work together to build 
knowledge (as in theory) (����
 ��	��#����	��)

• Example: how to represent fractions
• Easy for teachers to use for many 

different topics (�!����"�)

GroupScribbles spread to classrooms in Singapore, Taiwan, US, Britain, Spain
24
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SimCalc: Simulations for conceptual 
learning of mathematics

25��
�������������������������	
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Technology integrated with 
paper math books and 
teacher PD
�������������
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Tested in Texas – A Highly Diverse State
������
�������������������	
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Randomized Experiment – hundreds of teachers

DELAYED
Taught
With

SimCalc

Treatment

Control

7TH GRADE

Taught
With

SimCalc

Taught
Linear

function
as usual

8TH GRADE

Year 2
(2006-07)

IMMEDIATE
Taught 

with
SimCalc

DELAYED
Taught

Proportion-
ality

as usual

7TH GRADE

Year 1
(2005-06)
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Main Effects: Students Learned More

The student-level effect sizes were .63, .50, .56
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Texas Results by Teacher
��������	
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SimCalc spread

• To Florida
• To England
• To Hong Kong

And influenced US National Ed Tech Plan, many publishers, 
assessment and more
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Results so far

• Foundations in Learning Sciences
Deep understanding of technology-enhanced 
learning�������-(
� ��.��

• Applications of Learning Sciences
Designing materials for wide use by teachers and 
students�+*�&��#�%������

Establishing effectiveness�"������	��

Influencing policy and practice�)$�',��!�
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What’s else do we need to do?
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What’s else do we need to do?

Oops! Research does not implement itself 
in schools (	����������@�
)
In fact,  US school use of technology in math and science
is more like “eating junk food” than ”enjoying healthy meal”
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Impact of his research

• Translating the theory into applications for 
wider use (13, �	�����$��
���$
�'�������)
• Scaling-up for the inclusive innovation (��
��!����%.)-�+&���)
•Nice mixture of constrained formats 

(application) and freedom of teacher design 
(���/��(/*)�#2�0")
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(2) Our Application: Knowledge Constructive Jigsaw
(KCJ: 	��������
; Miyake, 2008)

36

Step2: Expert 
activity
Understand 
individual 
pieces

Step3: Jigsaw activity
Integrate the pieces to 
create an answer

Step4: 
Crosstalk
Exchange 
group 
solutions

Step5: Post-
lesson 
answer
Write down 
individual 
ideas at the 
end of the 
class

Step1: Pre-
lesson 
answer
Each child 
writes an 
individual 
answer to the 
day’s given 
problem

Analysis of dialogue 
between pre- and post-lesson answering

Comparison of pre- and post-lesson answers
(一人ひとりの概念変化を明らかにするための授業前後比較)



Even initial teachers design lessons which 
generate better understanding than lectures���
�
���������������	�and students love this method a lot.
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Enhanced by ICT

& ���	
������

�(�#
��

��������
�%��

!��$��'��

����
"����

���NHK for School
https://www.nhk.or.jp/school/



(3) Implementation and Improvement

We run an NSF-funded network to 
bring all the learning sciences and 
computer science researchers together

See circlcenter.org

For impact, need to connect and 
synthesize what individual researchers 
are finding, work collectively
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Digital Promise: 100 people in a nonprofit that is 
working at the Intersections
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The League of Innovative Schools
114 School Districts across the US

> 3 million students
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Research Strategies
Researcher-Practitioner Partnerships

Networked Improvement Communities
Co-Design

Inclusive Innovation

42
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Where are we going?
EFFECTIVENESS

Uses learning theory and 
technology to improve 

student learning

��
��$%�������#�
����	�
�� ��

SCALE
Adopted by large 

numbers of schools, 
teachers, students

�"
!�	���
�������
���

How do w
e get here

?
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Things for you to think about
• Policy makers: How can you guide educators, developers 

and researchers to BOTH effectiveness and scale? (:�0G
�JI�5�2*;�-B;�31;���! &��	�)

• Developers:  Partnership with researchers to translate the 
best approaches to learning in the heart of your product
(31;�?��>D�.�/��7@4+�<��()�$�?�6�)

• Educators: Exciting stories from individual teachers and 
students is easy; really improving things for your students 
with technology requires deep change (%"')#�8��FA
�9��/���������=�E,�
CH)

Making student learning better at scale with technology is a journey that
educators, developers, and researchers must commit to taking together
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Preparing 
lesson plans 
and teaching 

materials

Discussing 
plans and 
materials

Lesson
practice

Assessment of 
learning =

Assessment of 
teaching material

Sharing outcome of 
lesson practices
and reflection on 

them

High quality learning analysis to conduct formative 
assessment matters most to turn a PDCA cycle of lesson 
improvement�	�
������������

�Deepening 
understanding of 
collaborative 
learning 
�Developing a 

community that 
tackles learner-
centered lessons

����������
������������
��������
�������

����
�������
���������������
�
�������������������
��������
���������
����	��
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Where are we going?

Toward building the community of 
“doing learning sciences* or doing
science of learning” to integrate 
technology, curriculum and 
professional & societal development. 
�������������"�'�
 ��#%
&��	�����!
�
��	�������
$	
*Iikubo, personal communication 46
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